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The Role of Project Management and
the Goal of Controlling Chaos

“Fully one in six of the projects we studied was a black swan, with a cost overrun of 200%, 

on average, and a schedule overrun of almost 70%.”   

-Harvard Business Review (September 2011)

“One estimate of IT failure…represents a loss of $50 billion to $150 billion per year in the 

United States.”  

-Gallup (February 2012)

“When counting the number of causes of project failure…the leading culprits will always 

include scope creep, poor communication, lack of stakeholder involvement and 

inadequate support from the executive sponsor.”

-PMI (2014 Pulse of the Profession Report)

“Organizations that are highly agile…complete more of their strategic initiatives 

successfully than slower, less agile organizations…But only 15 percent of organizations 

report high organizational agility.”

-PMI (2015 Pulse of the Profession Report)



What do we mean by Agile?
“Agile software development describes a set of principles for software development under which 

requirements and solutions evolve through the collaborative effort of self-organizing cross-functional 

teams. It promotes adaptive planning, evolutionary development, early delivery, and continuous 

improvement, and it encourages rapid and flexible response to change.”

-Wikipedia (July 2016)
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The Agile Manifesto

We are uncovering better ways of developing software by 

doing it and helping others do it.

Through this work we have come to value:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

• Working software over comprehensive documentation

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

• Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value 

the items on the left more.
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Agile Principles

• Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of 

valuable software.

• Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness 

change for the customer's competitive advantage.

• Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a 

preference to the shorter timescale.

• Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.

• Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they 

need, and trust them to get the job done.

• The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a 

development team is face-to-face conversation.

• Working software is the primary measure of progress.

• Agile processes promote sustainable development. 

• The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace 

indefinitely.

• Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.

• Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential.

• The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.

• At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and 

adjusts its behavior accordingly.
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The Management Declaration of Independence

We ...

• increase return on investment by making continuous 
flow of value our focus.

• deliver reliable results by engaging customers in 
frequent interactions and shared ownership.

• expect uncertainty and manage for it through iterations, 
anticipation and adaptation.

• unleash creativity and innovation by recognizing 
that individuals are the ultimate source of value and 
creating an environment where they can make a 
difference.

• boost performance through group accountability for 
results and shared responsibility for team effectiveness.

• improve effectiveness and 
reliability through situationally specific strategies, 
processes and practices.
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Our Flavor of Scrum



Our Coaches Recommendations

Set a goal to grow T-shaped people 

and begin a cross-training program
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Instill the “spirit” & discipline of scrum

• Clarify Roles 

• Reconfirm 

Ceremonies & 

Outcomes

• Use Artifacts & 

Measurements

• Focus on Making & 

Keeping Commitments

Focus more on horizontal alignment



Our Initial Improvement Plan

For now consider the following…

Focus on 
Predictable 
Delivery First

Second 
commit to 
being a high 
functioning 
delivery team

“Focus more on horizontal alignment 
than vertical organizations”

“How you can help the team 
achieve the sprint goal?”

“On the last day of the 
sprint everyone is a tester”

“Teams succeed or 
fail together”

“Make decisions and own 
outcomes as a team”

“Storm the story”

“Focus on delivery 
team success”

Our Agile Delivery Improvement Roadmap is Coming



Keeping Track of % of Commitment 
Delivered and Improvement Over Time



Learning to Write Good User Stories

A user story is a description of a business user activity that describes what is expected of 

the system, who it will benefit, and what that benefit will be.  User stories are written in 

simple business language, should fit on a note card, and help shift the focus from writing 

about requirements to talking about them.

The format of user stories may vary but some well known templates are as follows:

• As a <role>, I want <goal> so that <benefit>

• In order to <benefit> as a <role> I want <goal>

• As <who>, <when>, <where> I <what> because <why>

• As a <role>, I can <action with system> so that <expected benefit>

Additionally each story should have a set of acceptance criteria associated with the story 

to aid in understanding the definition of done for the work described.  Acceptance criteria 

should form the framework for building more detailed test cases and should encompass 

both positive and negative tests the system should be able to meet once the story is 

delivered.  The most common formats are as follows:

• Given <state of system> when <triggering event> then <expected state>

• Demonstrate that when <triggering event including expected starting state> then 

<expected behavior or ending state>



What Makes a User Story Good?

ndependent – Stories should be self contained and avoid dependencies

egotiable – Until they are part of an iteration stories may be changed and rewritten 

aluable – Stories should deliver clear value to stakeholders

stimable – Stories should contain enough information to allow relative size estimation

mall – Stories should not become so big as to make planning and prioritization impossible 

estable – Stories should provide enough information to make testing possible



Using Demonstrative Games & 
Team Building Activities

Analyst Supplier Builder Inspector

Batch (Waterfall) Time-boxed (Scrum) Flow-based (Kanban)

Using Lego Star Wars Advent Calendars you can demonstrate the different 
approaches and the impacts they have on the flow of value to the end user.  
Numerous other games exist and are freely licensed online to demonstrate Agile 
concepts in a manner that helps encourage team building



Theory of Constraint
and the Flow of Value

How do you 
increase the 
flow of the 
water in the 
diagram on 
the right?



Piloting Kanban



Summary of Adoption Challenges and 
Lessons Learned from the Last 4 Years
Challenges
• Governance and Forcing Product Owners to Prioritize

• Getting the Right Information Radiators, Tooling, and Updating Behavior

• Predicting Velocity Without Historical Data

• T-shaped Resources vs I’m a ____________

• Difficulty Breaking Down Epics, Stories, and Tasks

• Cargo Cults, Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc, and Correlation vs Causation

Lessons Learned

• Mandate Stakeholder Prioritization and Forced Ranking

• Build Relationships and Trust with Stakeholders and Team

• Hold Teams Accountable as a Unit

• Measure Things that Empower the Team and Encourage the Behavior You Want

• Use Demonstrative Games, Keep Score, and Encourage Healthy Competition

• Force the Issue on Storming the Story and Cross-discipline Work

• Get Coaching and Share Information with Other Agile Practitioners

• Patience, Patience, Patience



Other Resources

• PMI Online Training

– The Complete Agile Project Manager CBTs

– Plan and Lead an Agile Team

• http://agilemanifesto.org/

• http://www.agilemanifesto.org/principle
s.html

• Google, Google, Google (e.g. “Lego 
Advent Calendar Game”)

http://agilemanifesto.org/
http://www.agilemanifesto.org/principles.html


Questions & Open Discussion


